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Trade policy has become increasingly multidimensional. Current trade agreements not only address market access but also encompass rules and provisions related to flexibility of commitment, investment protection, and dispute settlement mechanisms. Yet, rigorous evidence about how interest groups evaluate each of these in relation to the others remains scarce. We develop a firm-level theoretical framework to explain how firms’ international operations affect their preferences on different trade policy measures. We experimentally evaluate preferences over multiple policy dimensions using a conjoint analysis on firms in Costa Rica. Notably, for many types of firms, the standard trade policy measures of yesteryear—tariffs and subsidies—are no longer their most important concerns. Instead, the degree of firms’ involvement in global value chains shapes their preferences. Multinational corporations care most about protection of their foreign investments. Those exporters who are not central to global supply networks most value strong dispute settlement procedures. Finally, we find that preferences over these policy dimensions are more likely to vary by firm than by industry, which calls into question the existing literature’s focus on interindustry distinctions.

Introduction

A vast literature examines the distributional implications of trade policy across different interest groups and individuals. Scholars identify the winners and losers based on numerous political and economic factors, such as factor ownership and mobility (Rogowski 1987; Alt, et al. 1996; Hiscox 2002), electoral politics and political institutions (Mayer 1984; Mansfield, Milner, and Rosendorff 2000; Milner and Kubota 2005), asset ownership (Schweve and Slaughter 2001), and industry characteristics (Grossman and Helpman 1994). In general, existing studies tend to characterize trade preferences based on whether an actor favors or opposes trade liberalization.

The increasing multidimensionality of trade policy, however, presents an important challenge to examinations of trade preferences that focus exclusively on market access and its distributional implications. Current trade agreements not only address the elimination of tariffs and non-tariff barriers for freer trade, but also encompass a variety of rules and standards regarding production, environmental protection, flexibility of commitments, investment protection, and dispute settlement mechanisms (DSMs) (Rosendorff and Milner 2001; Andonova, Mansfield, and Milner 2007; Busch 2007; Estevadeordal, Suominen, and
These types of policies have much more complicated implications for trade. Over the last several decades, scholars have carefully examined the political implications of each of these policy dimensions (Goodman, Spar, and Yoffie 1996; Busch 2007; Kucik and Reinhardt 2008; Blanchard 2010; Wellhausen 2015). However, they do not generally study how interest groups evaluate trade policy when a number of distinct issues are at stake simultaneously; we also lack a sufficient understanding of how interest groups consider each policy dimension in relation to the others.

We show that the most important trade policy issue varies significantly across firms depending on the degree of their involvement in global value chains (GVCs, hereafter). Structural transformations in the international trade environment appear to have affected the domestic politics of trade and the preferences of firms (Farrell and Newman 2016). In comparing five of the most important dimensions of trade policy, we demonstrate that firms embedded within a global production network perceive strong measures to protect their investments as the most important aspect of trade policy. In contrast, for firms outside of such networks, powerful dispute settlement mechanisms will be more important. Our argument relies on the assumption that firms positioned differently in terms of GVCs cope with the risks and uncertainties inherent in global trade differently. Firms in GVCs are parts of interrelated contractual relations, sharing the risks of time-inconsistency problems among themselves. Firms that engage in trade autonomously must rely on other instruments, such as strong dispute settlement mechanisms, to ensure that their international trade flows are not disrupted. As Johns and Wellhausen (2016, 31) point out, global supply chains may serve as “informal property rights” institutions, whereby firms’ activities in multiple nations are tightly linked.

We depart from many studies of trade politics, which focus on each trade policy dimension separately from others. Instead, we consider firms’ preferences across multiple policy dimensions as a whole. Firms’ preferences over one policy issue likely depend on the availability and utility of other trade policies. But when firms consider multiple aspects of trade policy at once, we expect that certain policy dimensions will become more or less salient than others. Hence, our study suggests that the conventional way of portraying interest groups’ preferences as either in favor of protectionism or trade liberalization across a single dimensional space is too restrictive.

To estimate a firm’s preferences over multiple policy areas, we employ conjoint analysis (Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014, and references therein). This survey method allows us to identify firms’ relative preferences across multiple policy dimensions based on a fully randomized design. This method allows us to estimate the intensity of firms’ preferences over each policy dimension in relation to others, while accounting for the correlations across them. Thus, it serves our goal of obtaining a comprehensive picture of the multidimensional preferences of firms.

We conducted our study in Costa Rica, which is a middle-income developing democracy that has opened up to trade by joining the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) in 1990 and signing thirteen preferential trade agreements (PTAs) over the years. Costa Rica provides a valuable case for the study of trade politics in developing countries that have become integral members of global trade networks. We surveyed top executives in 214 Costa Rican firms who were presented with five sets of paired trade policies that differ along five dimensions: (1) investment protection, (2) reduction of tariff and nontariff barriers, (3) export subsidies, (4) use of dispute settlement mechanisms, and (5) flexibility of international commitments.

Notably, for many types of firms, the standard trade policy measures—tariffs and subsidies—are no longer their most important concerns. Instead, exporters and multinational firms, but especially the latter, evaluate investment protection as the most salient policy issue. However, there exists much heterogeneity among exporters. First, exporters that are involved in GVCs consider investment protection as the most important policy dimension, unlike exporters outside of GVCs and domestic firms. Second, exporters that are outside of these global production networks favor strong dispute settlement procedures the most. Finally, using various measures of industry classifications, we fail to find consistent evidence for interindustry variation in trade policy preferences. Rather, firm characteristics seem to matter more than industry characteristics in shaping preferences over trade policies. Our findings call into question whether existing accounts of why governments engage in trade agreements apply to trade agreements with multiple policy instruments (Grossman and Helpman 1994; Bagwell and Staiger 1999). Our study allows researchers to reconcile “new” trade theory (NNTT) with the empirical literature on international trade agreements and their designs.

Our work builds upon the growing literature on firm-level theories of international political economy (Weymouth and Broz 2013; Plouffe 2015; Osgood 2016; Kim 2017; Osgood et al. 2017; Kim and Osgood 2019). It is directly related to Meckling and Hughes (2017) who examine the effects of firm’s participation in GVCs on their trade preferences. Our investigation of firms’ preferences over multiple policy dimensions links to the literature on firms’ heterogeneous interests regarding a specific policy issue, such as foreign direct investment (FDI) regulation, antidumping, or market access (Jensen, Quinn, and Weymouth 2015; Pandya 2016). Consistent with the literature, we find that preferences over different dimensions of trade policy vary by firm, not industry. Our theoretical framework extends NNTT (for example, Melitz 2003). While NNTT focuses on firms’ productivity differences in explaining firms’ heterogeneity, we further distinguish among the preferences of exporters over other policy dimensions by highlighting the differences arising from their involvement in GVCs.

How Firm Preferences Vary with the Extent of their Involvement in Global Trade

Important changes have occurred in the nature of global trade flows: while overall trade has grown fast, intra-industry trade and global production networks have grown the fastest (Krugman 1980; Antrás 2003; Bernard et al. 2010). These two forms of trade account for well over 80 percent of all trade flows (OECD, WTO, and UNCTAD 2013, 23). The prevalence of import and export flows within the same industry in a country and the growth of global production

---

1 To understand the growing importance of investment protection and DSMs in recent trade agreements (for example, Manger 2009), we argue that firms should be our primary focus. Consumers are unlikely to know much about, or have well-defined preferences over, these dimensions of trade. And industries, as we show later, are also less appropriate for this analysis.

2 MNC-coordinated production chains account for 80 percent of global trade, with local firms contributing 40 to 50 percent of export value added. See Johns and Wellhausen (2016, 33).
networks suggest that theories of trade politics need to consider firms as primary political actors. Rising intra-industry trade and global production networks have accompanied the growing importance of different types of trade policies (for example, Büthe and Milner 2008; Dür et al. 2014). All major bilateral and multilateral trade negotiations recently have focused not only on traditional policy measures affecting market access, such as tariffs, subsidies, and nontariff barriers (NTBs), but also increasingly on other policy instruments such as investment provisions and dispute settlement mechanisms.

We depart from conventional studies by examining firms’ heterogeneous interests over multiple trade policy issues, in particular investment protection and DSMs. Although market access remains important, firms engaged in trade pay increasing attention to protecting their foreign investments and maintaining the rules-based trading system. These two policy dimensions have become essential components of trade agreements, both in their frequency and strength over time (Dür et al. 2014). Figure 1 shows the growing prevalence and the depth of investment provisions and DSMs in all reciprocal trade agreements using updated data available from Büthe and Milner (2008).

Firms’ heterogeneous engagements in international trade—even within the same industry—have important implications for understanding trade politics. We focus on two key sources of heterogeneity: in firms’ export engagements and in their connections to global value chains. First, firms differ in the extent of their export performance (Melitz 2003). We explore the differences among exporters based on their export activity and ownership structure. First, we distinguish “exporting-only” firms (denoted by autonomous exporter) from exporters that also engage in importing inputs (denoted by exporter in GVCs). As Bernard, Jensen, and Schott (2009, 128) find, using detailed US firm-level data, “[f]irms that both export and import have greater breadth of global engagement than firms that do not trade or firms that just export or just import.” Although few studies investigate the

---

**Figure 1.** The rising importance and depth of investment provisions and dispute settlement mechanisms in PTAs

Note: This figure displays the number of trade agreements having investment provisions and dispute settlement mechanisms.

---

because firms with different levels of engagement in trade coexist in the same industry. Industries are now populated with import-competing domestic firms, exporting firms, and multinational firms, with little overlap in their main trade policy preferences. Firms within the same industry thus will have different preferences for different aspects of trade policy and different interests in political activity related to trade.

Second, the expansion of global production networks generates firm-level differences even among exporters (Hummels, Ishii, and Yi 2001; Yi 2003). Some firms engage in exports autonomously, that is outside of such networks, while some firms import and export intermediate goods as a part of a network of global production. Such firms are incorporated into GVCs in two distinct ways, which, despite their differences, lead to many shared interests. First, multinational firms establish production facilities in various countries and use the different products they make in each to source inputs into their final products in a global production network. Second, many local firms now import and export mainly to serve GVCs; they import inputs from their upstream partners and export parts and components, which then become inputs into production by their downstream partners. These local firms are key elements in global supply chains as they contribute almost 50 percent of export value added (OECD, WTO, and UNCTAD 2013).

To operationalize a firm’s involvement in GVCs, we go beyond the version of NNTT that focuses primarily on distinguishing firms’ engagement in exporting based on their productivity differences (for example, Melitz 2003). We explore the differences among exporters based on their import activity and ownership structure. First, we distinguish “exporting-only” firms (denoted by autonomous exporter) from exporters that also engage in importing inputs (denoted by exporter in GVCs). As Bernard, Jensen, and Schott (2009, 128) find, using detailed US firm-level data, “[f]irms that both export and import have greater breadth of global engagement than firms that do not trade or firms that just export or just import.” Although few studies investigate the
co-occurrence of exports and imports, firms in GVCs often import intermediate goods from abroad while exporting their own goods for further processing, as noted above. Second, we distinguish multinational firms with international ownership from other exporters with domestic ownership. We define a firm multinational if the firm owns at least one foreign subsidiary or is itself a subsidiary of a foreign firm. As Helpman, Melitz, and Yeaple (2004) show, the high productivity of multinational firms allows them to serve foreign markets directly through foreign investments rather than relying on exports. Moreover, they also tend to serve foreign markets through subsidiaries within their own network. Multinationals are fundamentally different from other firms with domestic ownership because they engage extensively in related-party trade to serve their own global production chains as well as foreign markets. We summarize our operationalization of firms’ involvement in GVCs in Figure 2.

**Investment Protection**

How do these different types of firms assess these different dimensions of trade policy? First, we examine the protection of firms’ investments abroad. Investment protection involves different types of clauses that include not only general commitments to foster FDI, but specific provisions regarding the treatment of foreign investors. In general, several elements could be in an investment provision. Typically, investments are protected through a series of nondiscrimination clauses that require governments to provide investors with the same protections afforded to domestic investors or third parties (for example, “national treatment,” “most favored nation treatment” (MFN), and “standard of treatment”) (see Price 2000, 110). Additionally, governments are often required to provide protections against direct or indirect expropriation and make commitments for transferring funds across borders at market-exchange rates. Many investment provisions also call for restricting “performance requirements,” such as technology transfer agreements, local labor requirements, joint ventures with national companies, export quotas, or local content rules. Various anticorruption, labor and environmental regulatory standards, and transparency requirements are also standard elements in investment provisions. Finally, investors can be provided with a right to initiate litigation against governments in international arbitration (that is, investor-state dispute settlement [ISDS]).

In the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), for instance, Articles 1102 and 1103 (part of its investment chapter) promise both national treatment and MFN treatment. The inclusion of these different elements determines the strength of an investment provision from the perspective of the firm. The strength of investment provisions then varies across agreements. Kim, Lee, and Tay (2017) identify thirteen elements that account for the strength of an investment protection clause. They then combine these into an index that ranks 317 such provisions. For example, the Japan-Malaysia PTA includes national treatment, MFN treatment, and an investor dispute settlement mechanism that relies upon an international arbitration board. By contrast, the European Free Trade Agreement (EFTA)—Mexico PTA of 2000 is much weaker; it contains an investment provision that offers some assurances regarding FDI, but makes no mention even of MFN or national treatment.

We argue that a firm’s evaluation of investment protection will depend on its involvement in global production networks. The protection of firms’ investments abroad has become particularly important because governments cannot credibly commit to forgoing exploitative policies such as nationalization or discriminatory regulation and taxation (Li 2009; Jensen, Quinn, and Weymouth 2015). Firms in GVCs tend to import intermediate goods from their upstream partners, while exporting their own products to firms in downstream production stages. In fact, a set of foreign direct investments across multiple nations governs global production. Consequently, these firms, even when they do not make direct investments abroad and are not MNCs themselves, rely heavily on the stability of both production facilities and trade flows across various countries along the entire production chain. Although firms in GVCs will still value freer trade, investment protection will be the most salient issue because a disruption at any point in the production network is likely to affect the profitability and even survival of the many firms involved. Thus, firms involved in global production networks will desire strong investment protection against any “expropriative motive” of foreign governments (Blanchard 2010; Wellhausen 2014, 2015).

However, the importance of investment protection will be particularly pronounced for multinational firms. Multinational firms internalize the externalities of the “holdup problems” they face by vertically integrating with foreign firms. That is, trading within the boundary of firms but across national borders can prevent potential underinvestments by their partners (Antràs 2003). The key assumption underlying the stability of such contractual relations is that asset ownership will be protected by governments. Multinational firms rely on complex investment protection provisions as they operate in many countries. Multinational firms frequently cite investment protection as the most important factors in their company’s decision to invest in developing countries (for example, World Bank Group 2018, 27–28). Ample evidence demonstrates that multinational firms embedded in global value chains are active promoters of investment protection.

---

*Note: We distinguish among exporting firms depending on their levels of engagement in global production networks. Firms without imports that export final goods without being involved in complex contractual relations with foreign partners are Autonomous Exporters. Firms that simultaneously export and import within global production chains are Exporters in GVCs. Multinational firms are most involved in GVCs as they make foreign direct investments to serve their own production chains.

---

1 One might alternatively define intermediate goods exporters as firms in GVCs. We note, however, that a lot of final goods exporters in developing nations are also part of GVCs. In fact, more than 60 percent of final goods producers in our sample are importing foreign products. These firms are mostly in manufacturing industries.
An example of the importance of investment protection is the US agricultural multinational Cargill, which initiated International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) arbitration against Poland in 2004. Cargill alleged that “Poland’s imposition of quotas on isoglucose” caused losses for its investment in various processing facilities, forcing the company’s isoglucose production below its planned capacity and breaching the US-Poland Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) (Cargill v. Poland 2004). Before the quotas were enacted, Cargill sought assurances against losses by writing to Poland’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development: “Cargill has so far invest[ed] 85 million dollars in Poland and the expansion of its Wrocław plant is under way . . . [I]f the production quota is not increased to that level, serious doubts as to the future of the plant will arise” (International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes 2008, 53). In response to the quotas, Cargill along with its partners such as Coca-Cola Beverages Polska and Hoop S.A. demanded the increase or complete elimination of the quota before the company initiated arbitration (International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes 2008, 29–30).4

We expect exporters with imports and multinationals to be increasingly concerned with investment protection. The recent “explosion” of investment protection-related disputes Pelc (2017, 561) suggests that firms understand the importance of strong investment protection measures. Recent studies have identified the importance of related-party intrafirm trade in shaping multinational firms’ preferences. Jensen et al. (2015) in particular show the importance of related-party contracts to trade preferences for firms. Blanchard (2010) further demonstrates that adding foreign ownership into a model of NNTT fundamentally changes the nature of trade politics; for profitable foreign investment to occur, it becomes imperative for governments to constrain themselves from using domestic policy tools to shift profits away from multinational firms. Using this theoretical framework, we present our first hypothesis.

H1: Strong investment protection will be most preferred by firms most involved in GVCs.

Dispute Settlement Mechanisms (DSMs)

Next, we consider dispute settlements mechanisms, which are trade policy instruments that can mitigate global risks and uncertainties for firms. DSMs differ from investment protection (including ISDS) in that they concern trade-related disputes specifically, and firms cannot bring cases on their own against foreign governments. By definition, ISDS requires that an investor firm launch a case claiming for compensation or damages for violation of its commitments to foreign firms, which operate by themselves. Unlike firms integrated in global production networks, these firms do not have added insurance through relation-specific production chains, making them more vulnerable to unexpected government policy changes. Hence, relation-specific contracts in GVCs and investment protection can help these firms build political alliances within host countries, which allow them to mitigate the risk of expropriation without using DSMs. Such strategies are not available to autonomous exporters.

In contrast, firms that are not a part of GVCs—that is, autonomous exporter in Figure 2—will have to bear the costs by themselves. Unlike firms integrated in global production networks, these firms do not have added insurance through relation-specific production chains, making them more vulnerable to unexpected government policy changes. Thus, for autonomous exporters outside of GVCs, the availability of other policy instruments such as DSMs is important for their profitability and survival. They enhance the predictability and stability of the terms agreed to in international trade agreements. Autonomous exporters face the risk that foreign governments change their policies in ways that reduce their exports or the profitability of them. There are myriad ways this can happen: governments can impose import quotas or bans, they can change laws or regulations

4 Similarly, Cargill successfully sued Mexico in 2004 for harming its investments in high-fructose corn-syrup production after Mexico imposed a 20 percent tax on sweeteners other than sugar.
about product quality or characteristics, they can give subsidies to domestic firms, etc. The list of WTO cases for dispute settlement shows the many problems that exporters can face. For example, Fonterra, a dairy processor and exporter from New Zealand, demanded the active use of dispute settlement mechanisms against several foreign governments’ support for their dairy industry. New Zealand Trade Negotiations Minister Jim Sutton said “[t]he WTO dispute settlement mechanism has proved extremely valuable for New Zealand. It has enabled better access for our butter to Europe and the removal of unjustified restrictions on our lamb exports to the [United States]” (Grey 2015). Thus, autonomous exporters should demand that their governments have access to aggressive dispute settlement mechanisms to insure themselves against unexpected policy changes by foreign governments. This set of claims leads to our second hypothesis.

H2: Strong dispute settlement mechanisms will be most preferred by autonomous exporters, that is, those outside of GVCs.

If DSMs are important policy instruments that provide insurance against volatile trading environments for firms that engage in international trade, other flexibility measures built into trade agreements can serve similar functions for domestic firms that experience foreign competition. Indeed, various escape clauses that allow flexibility in implementing the terms of agreements have grown in their importance and frequency over the last decades to mitigate risks and uncertainties associated with trade (Mansfield and Reinhardt 2008; Pelc 2009; Busch and Pelc 2014). Most agreements now include various escape clauses and safeguards that allow trading parties to temporarily suspend parts of their agreements (through antidumping, countervailing duties, and national security exceptions, for example) (Rosendorff and Milner 2001). In fact, Jensen et al. (2015, 917) find that firms making vertical intrafirm investments for global production are less likely to file antidumping claims. We should instead see the preferences built into trade agreements can serve similar functions as insurance against volatile trading environments for firms. Our theory suggests that firms’ heterogeneity in export performance and their engagement in GVCs are key to understanding the politics of trade with multiple policy dimensions. Indeed, various escape clauses that allow flexibility in implementing the terms of agreements have grown in their importance and frequency over the last decades to mitigate risks and uncertainties associated with trade.

Intra-Industry Heterogeneity

Finally, the prevalence of intra-industry trade and global production networks implies heterogeneity across firms even within the same industry, as we have argued above. Our theory suggests that firms’ heterogeneity in export performance and their engagement in GVCs are key to understanding the politics of trade with multiple policy dimensions. This is in stark contrast to the conventional focus on interindustry distinctions in the literature (for example, Rogowski 1987; Hiscox 2002). We should instead see the four types of firms we delineated above as having different preferences over the different dimensions of trade policy. To the extent that all four types operate within the same industry, we should not see homogeneous preferences within that industry. We hypothesize thus that intra-industry variation in preferences should be greater than interindustry variation with respect to the aforementioned policy dimensions.

H3: Trade policy preferences will vary more by the type of firm than by their industry.

In sum, unlike most studies that tend to view interest groups’ preferred trade policy as defined on a single dimension along a continuum from protection to free trade, we consider the preferences of firms to be multidimensional. Moreover, we argue that firms will evaluate each dimension differently, according to the nature of their insertion into the global economy. That is, for some firms, investment provisions might be the most salient issue area, while for others, traditional market access might have more direct impacts when each dimension is compared against others. Evaluating each dimension in relation to others poses significant empirical challenges, which conjoint analysis enables us to overcome.

Conjoint Design and Data

This section describes the design of our survey to estimate firms’ preferences across multiple policy dimensions. First, we introduce our paired profiles conjoint design. We then describe some of the empirical challenges in a firm-level survey and introduce our data.

A Paired-Profiles Conjoint Design

Our main empirical challenge is to identify the relative salience of each dimension of the multidimensional preferences of firms. Conventional survey techniques are not suitable for this task as they are designed to elicit preferences over one dimension only (or a single policy that is a composite of many dimensions) in isolation from others, for example, support for tariff reductions (or support for NAFTA). Such an approach is particularly problematic if firms have preference-ordering across multiple policy dimensions and their views on a given dimension change as other dimensions are considered at the same time.

We overcome this problem by employing randomized conjoint analysis (Hainmueller et al. 2014). Conjoint analysis is an experimental design that allows us to simultaneously identify priority ranking of multiple policy dimensions as well as preference-ordering between specific policy options within each dimension. That is, we can identify dimensions of trade policy (for example, investment protection) that are especially salient for respondents relative to other issues (for example, dispute settlement mechanisms). In this article, we focus on estimating the average marginal component effect (AMCE) of each policy on a firm’s support for a set of proposed trade policies. As noted, when preferences are multidimensional, the effect of one dimension (for example, investment protection) may differ depending on the valuations of other policy dimensions (for example, adoption of aggressive use of DSMs). The AMCE is useful for finding out how different valuations of a specific policy (for example, strong investment protection) increases or decreases a firm’s utility for choosing a policy bundle that contains that specific policy, while averaging over the effects of all other policy dimensions. Thus, conjoint analysis is suited for obtaining a comprehensive picture of the multidimensional preferences of firms.

We focus on five aspects of trade policy: (1) investment protection, (2) reduction of tariff and nontariff barriers, (3) export subsidies, (4) use of dispute settlement mechanisms, and (5) flexibility of international commitments. We chose these five aspects of trade policy because they are the most prominent dimensions in contemporary trade agreements (for example, Büthe and Milner 2008; Dür, Baccini, and Elsig 2014; Osnago, Rocha, and Ruta 2017). All five affect either the prices of goods and services produced by firms or the costs firms face from other governments’ policies on trade. Two of the five dimensions are very traditional measures: tariff reductions and export subsidies. Almost all studies of trade policy preferences examine tariffs and/or...
nontariff barriers since they are the most common forms of trade protection. In fact, tariffs still play an important role in deterring market access in many countries. For example, as of 2014, Costa Rica’s mean applied MFN tariff rate was 7 percent. Its mean tariff rate on 4,898 dutiable products was 13.28 percent. By comparison, more than 91 percent of tariff lines are dutiable in China, and its mean MFN applied ad valorem rate is 10.62 percent. Export subsidies are a common topic within the WTO and an important aspect of trade relations. We want to see if these traditional policies are still the most important aspects of trade agreements for firms when other aspects of trade policy are considered simultaneously.

We use a paired conjoint design where firm representatives are asked to complete five tasks. To ensure that the orderings of five dimensions do not affect the evaluation of other dimensions, we randomly vary the order across all tasks. In each task, respondents compare two trade policies that have randomly varying attributes across the five dimensions and choose the overall policy that reflects the preferences of their firm. To help respondents understand the context, we also provided a brief summary of the meaning of each policy dimension. We do not allow an option of choosing neither. This forced-choice conjoint design is known to encourage survey respondents to more carefully examine the information about each policy and, more importantly, to increase their engagement with each task, relative to other designs such as single-profile conjoint (Hainmueller, Hangartner, and Yamamoto 2015, 4–5). In fact, our respondents completed 4.89 tasks out of 5 tasks on average. The paired design, where two profiles are presented next to each other, also makes it easy for firm representatives to compare the two policies on each dimension. Appendix A1 contains the complete wording we used for the conjoint experiment.

Firm-Level Data on Costa Rican Firms

Firm-level theory has become an integral part of the international political economy literature. However, few empirical studies have directly examined the heterogeneity in firms’ preferences toward various dimensions of trade policy. This is primarily due to the limited access to firms by researchers. In general, firms are reluctant to share information on their operations and performance as such data might be used to their disadvantage by competitors. The confidential nature of firm-level data also makes it difficult for researchers to examine sample selection problems even after a survey is conducted. That is, it is often impossible to verify whether a survey sample represents the population of interest because no information about the population, if not the sample, is available. Furthermore, a specific challenge for our study of firms’ preferences over international trade policy is that it is even more difficult to obtain a reasonable number of exporting firms in our sample because only a very small number of firms export (Bernard et al. 2007, 108).

To overcome the difficulty in approaching exporters, we partnered with PROCOMER (Promotora del Comercio Exterior de Costa Rica), the export promotion agency of Costa Rica. They provided us with contact information for a random sample of 1,506 exporters. In fact, this list covers a significant proportion of the entire universe of exporters in the country. For example, the number of firms that export at least one product in 2012 was 2,504. PROCOMER also provided firm-level export transactions data at the Harmonized System (HS) ten-digit product-level for the universe of Costa Rican exporters from 2000 to 2013. This confidential dataset offers unique data on (a) the identity of exporters and domestic producers, (b) the export destinations for each product, (c) product-level trade volumes (in US dollars), and (d) the types of products exported (for example, intermediate or final goods), not only by our exporting respondents but also by any exporting firms in the population.

We ensured that our survey also included domestic firms with no engagement in international trade. Since PROCOMER does not maintain contact information for non-trading domestic firms, we made our best efforts to contact three other institutions that have such contacts: the Census Bureau, the Chamber of Industries of Costa Rica, and INCAE Business School. First, the Census Bureau provided contact information for 353 firms in our survey that are randomly sampled from their database. The Census used a stratified sampling method at the industry level in order to ensure that firms from different industries were included in the sample. Second, the Chamber of Industries of Costa Rica provided contact information for 656 firms out of their 986 registered members. Finally, we added 136 firms to our contact list using our local partner INCAE’s previous firm-level surveys.

We sent our survey via email to 2,577 firms, and 389 firms responded. Our response rate of approximately 15 percent is comparable to most firm-level surveys (for example, White and Luo 2005). Many firms from the latter three organizations are from sectors with nontradable analysis focuses on 214 firms in agriculture, mining, and manufacturing industries (that is, tradable goods producers). To ensure sufficient statistical power for our empirical test, each respondent is asked to complete five tasks resulting in a total of 1,049 observations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first firm-level survey linked to confidential trade data that rigorously investigates firm’s preferences over multiple trade policy dimensions.

One of the main benefits of using PROCOMER data is that we directly observe the export activities of all exporting firms. Specifically, we have data on the HS ten-digit product-level annual exports across 9,209 unique products by all Costa Rican exporting firms. This allows us to overcome the aforementioned empirical challenges in comparing the characteristics of the sample against the population of interest. Figure 3 compares 191 respondents who exported at least one HS ten-digit product in 2012 against all other 2,313 Costa Rican exporters. The left panel shows the distributions of the median values of product-level exports across all products by the two groups (in logged US dollar). The two distributions are remarkably similar, and the difference in their means is statistically insignificant ($p = 0.161$). The right panel compares the proportion of product-destination combinations across the two groups. As is clear from the figure, the top ten export destinations are also similar although...
firms in our sample tend to export more products to the United States. To further examine the product-level export behavior, we also compare the mean number of products exported by firms. On average, Costa Rican exporters export 10.87 products. Our exporting respondents export 1.91 more products than that, but the difference is statistically indistinguishable from each other ($p = 0.338$).

Finally, we examine the composition of products that firms export. Since most of the exporters are multi-product firms producing intermediate and/or final consumption goods, we compare the proportion of intermediate goods exported by the respondents against that of the entire exporters. To do this, we first create a mapping from each HS product to a business economic categories (BEC) because the latter categorizes products based on their main end use. The proportion is then calculated by dividing the sum over all exports mapped to the list of BEC categories for intermediate goods by the firm’s total exports.

Using this measure, we also check whether our exporting respondents are representative of Costa Rican exporters in terms of their product profile. Figure 4 compares the distribution of intermediate goods exports from all Costa Rican exporters (solid line) against the distribution from exporters in our sample (histogram). We also compare other factors such as (1) average annual exports, (2) the number of years firms exported, and (3) the sectoral distribution of our respondents against the population of exporters. We find no differences. Taken together, we are able to generate unbiased estimates of issue-specific effects across each policy dimension because of the randomization of policy attributes and use of a sample that is representative of the population of interest.

---

10 We used the concordance available from WITS (World Integrated Trade Solution).

11 The following BEC products are categorized as intermediate goods used as inputs for downstream production: 111, 121, 21, 22, 31, 322, 42, 53.

---

Empirical Results

In this section, we present our main empirical findings from the conjoint analysis regarding our three hypotheses. To begin, we provide detailed subgroup analyses to examine the heterogeneous interests among firms by adjusting for firms’ different levels of engagement in international trade. The results pooled across all respondents are available in the supplementary files A4.1.
Figure 5. Importance of strong investment protection

Note: This figure compares preferences of firms for firms that engage in trade (exporter/multinational) against firms who only operate in the domestic market (domestic). The main difference comes from the investment protection dimension. Black dots are our point estimates for the average marginal component effect. Horizontal lines are 95 percent confidence intervals. The result is based on 1,049 tasks (presented in parentheses). We highlight the estimated effects for strong investment protection and aggressive use of DSMs in red.

Firm Preferences over Investment Provisions and DSMs

We estimate the AMCE of each policy dimension to examine our first two hypotheses. Since the AMCEs are estimated on the same scale for each issue, we can easily compare the effect sizes across different issues and make inferences about the relative priority of the issues when firms choose the most preferred policy. For instance, we can directly verify whether certain firms put highest priority on investment protection when evaluating a multidimensional trade policy, while averaging over all possible combinations of the values in all the other four-policy dimensions. We regress the choice dummy of whether respondents favor Trade Policy 1 or Trade Policy 2 on sets of binary indicators for the randomly generated policy attributes. Following convention, we use the lowest level of liberalization in each dimension (for example, weak legal protection) as our reference category. Thus, the estimated coefficient can be interpreted as the causal effect of including the given attribute level (for example, strong legal protection) in changing the probability of support for the trade policy against an alternative policy with the reference category. We also use cluster-robust standard errors to account for the correlation across tasks completed by the same firm. Furthermore, informed by our theory, we estimate heterogeneous treatment effects across different pre-treatment group categories by conducting a set of subgroup analyses. We present the results from our conjoint analyses graphically to facilitate comparison across multiple policy dimensions and corresponding subgroups.13

To investigate the importance of investment provisions across firms with different levels of engagement in trade, we begin by sorting firms into three categories following Helpman et al. (2004): domestic firms, exporters, and multinationals. To do this, we check to see if our survey respondents appear on the list of firms in the PROCOMER data in order to distinguish domestic firms from exporters. That is, a given firm is coded as domestic if it has not exported any product since 2000. We then examine the ownership structure of the remaining firms to identify multinational firms. Specifically, we define a firm as multinational if more than 80 percent of its share is owned by foreign firms. Note that all of the multinational firms export. We have a total of 49 multinationals, 133 exporters, and 32 domestic firms.14

We first compare the difference between domestic firms and other firms that engage in international trade. Figure 5 shows that the main difference comes from firms’ preferences over investment protection. Specifically, firms that engage in trade value investment provisions the most, while market access and flexibility of commitments tend to be the two most salient dimensions for domestic firms.15

On average, the former favors a trade policy with strong

\[ \text{Difference} = \text{Exporters/Multinationals} - \text{Domestic} \]

13 Numeric values for point estimates and standard errors from the regressions are available in table format in Appendix A4.2.

14 Using different cutoff values for foreign ownership such as 10 percent and 50 percent does not change the results as shown in Appendix A4.2. We ask the following question to measure foreign ownership: “Please indicate (roughly) the percentage of your company that is: owned by the domestic private sector, state-owned, foreign-owned.”

15 That domestic firms support reducing trade barriers in Figure 6 might seem counterintuitive, but again the changing nature of trade is influencing this. Domestic firms differ in the amount of imports they use in their production. Domestic firms that benefit from cheaper foreign inputs favor reduction of tariffs and nontariff barriers, whereas others value a more flexible trade policy that enables...
investment protection by 26 percentage points more than the latter, a statistically significant difference.

We further investigate firms’ interests based on our theoretical expectations. That is, we conduct a set of subgroup analyses across the four types of firms: domestic firms, autonomous exporters, exporters in GVCs, and multinationals (see Figure 2). We classify a firm as an *exporter in GVCs* if a firm exports and imports. These firms are parts of GVCs because they import foreign inputs to produce outputs, which they export. The remaining firms, which are not owned by foreign firms and which do not import foreign products, are defined to be an *autonomous exporter*. The subgroup analysis includes a full set of dummy variables for each group (that is, saturated model), which identifies group-specific treatment effects nonparametrically. Although one can include a set of many other pretreatment covariates as well as various interactive terms, doing so might result in “p-hacking” and multiple testing problems (Imai and Ratkovic 2013, 446). Thus, our analysis focuses primarily on the different levels of firms’ engagement in global trade consistent with our theory. Furthermore, we note that since both the policy attributes and their order as given to respondents are fully randomized in our conjoint design, our estimates are unbiased for the AMCE within each group, if there exists no other confounders conditional on their engagement in trade. Thus, we focus on the heterogeneous treatment effects across each group.

Figure 6 corroborates our Hypothesis 1 that preferences for investment provisions will differ depending on firms’ levels of engagement in GVCs. Investment protection is the most salient policy issue for multinational firms (fourth column), and they are more than 20 percentage points more likely to favor a policy with strong legal protection of investments than a policy with weak protection; the effect is very strong both substantively and statistically. Consistent with Hypothesis 1, exporters in GVCs (third column) also support policies with strong investment protection; indeed, investment protection gets the highest salience. They are 13 percentage points more likely to choose a policy with strong legal protection than a policy with the baseline category. Simply put, investment protection is the most important dimension for these two groups even compared to traditional elements of trade policy such as tariffs and subsidies. This is in stark contrast with domestic firms (first column) and autonomous exporters (second column), for whom strong investment protection is not the most salient issue. Our sample size does not give sufficient statistical power to distinguish the statistical differences across these two groups. However, the subgroup analysis shows that the effects are heterogeneous with a clear ordering. Only firms actively engaged in GVCs are found to value strong investment protection.

Firm-level preferences regarding dispute settlement mechanisms vary. We expect that autonomous exporters will be most concerned with DSMs in order to cope with the risks and uncertainties they face in the global trading environment. Consistent with Hypothesis 2, Figure 6 shows that dispute settlement mechanisms are the most important dimension for these exporters. Autonomous exporters are almost 20 percentage points more likely to support a policy with aggressive use of DSMs than a policy with passive DSMs. In contrast, exporters in GVCs do not consider DSMs as being that important relative to investment protection. Our finding suggests that it is important to distinguish firms based on their involvement in GVCs. Multinationals tend to favor embedding strong DSMs into trade agreements, unlike domestic firms for which we find negative point estimates. Although the salience of preference over strong DSMs is still significantly weaker than investment protection and market access, this finding suggests that multinational firms might care about DSMs to the extent that they are related to investment protection. We leave further investigation of the full interaction effects across all policy

---

**Figure 6.** Relation-specific trade and firms’ preferences

*Note:* This figure distinguishes autonomous exporters from firms that export and import. The latter are parts of GVCs and prefer strong investment protection. On the other hand, autonomous exporters who do not engage in relation-specific trade evaluate DSMs higher than any other dimension.

---

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)

*Note:* The diagram shows the preferences of different types of firms for various policy provisions. The x-axis represents the difference in probability of preferring a candidate policy, and the y-axis lists the policy dimensions (Investment Protection, Reduction of Trade Barriers, Export Subsidies, Dispute Settlement Mechanism, Flexibility of Commitments). The bar charts indicate the preference differences for each type of firm.
dimensions for future research. In sum, these findings accord with our theory that exporting firms outside of GVCs should desire to offset the risks and costs of sudden changes in trade costs through DSMs, whereas GVCs can serve as insurance by sharing unexpected costs through contractual relations.

Interindustry Comparison

In the foregoing analysis, we assumed that firms are the unit of analysis that we should privilege. Both the rise of intra-industry trade and NNTT imply that this should be our focus. But much previous research has focused on industries, and so we now try to relate our findings to that literature. In order to examine Hypothesis 3, we classify our firms into industries with either net exports or net imports, as a focus on comparative advantage as in a Ricardo-Viner model might suggest. We examine the preferences of the two groups over our five trade policies. Conventional trade theory would expect that they should differ strongly on tariff reductions and subsidies. That is, exporters should want tariff reductions and export subsidies most and importers should not want either. Figure 7 presents the results from this analysis for our five trade policies. We see little evidence for interindustry differences; the right-most column shows the lack of differences across the two types of firms. This result arises largely because we are pooling firms with very different preferences by aggregating them at the industry level. To directly examine whether firms within an industry differ as much or more than across industries, we compare domestic firms and exporting/multinational firms within a net-importing industry. We find that the latter favors a trade policy with strong investment protection by 25.1 percentage points (p < 0.019) more than domestic firms. This is in contrast to the lack of evidence for interindustry difference. This difference-in-differences analysis suggests that interindustry differences are not sufficient for understanding the preferences of firms.

In Figure 8, we present more evidence consistent with the view that firm-level heterogeneity is more relevant than that of industries when it comes to understanding trade preferences, as in Hypothesis 3. This time, we compare firms in agriculture against those in manufacturing industries. Traditionally, agricultural products (for example, bananas) have constituted the biggest share of Costa Rican exports, while manufacturing has been more import-competing. In general, we find no significant interindustry difference in preferences especially with respect to investment protection. In contrast, exporting and multinational firms within manufacturing industry are 26.8 percentage points more likely to support a policy with strong investment protection than domestic firms. Indeed, investment protection is the most salient dimension where the intra-industry differences arise.16 Again, the direct comparison of the differences confirms that aggregating firms into these broad industry groups blurs their preferences and obscures the fact that firms differ greatly within these categories. This is not to say that interindustry distinctions are entirely irrelevant. In fact, we find that firms in agricultural sector value DSMs. We note, however, that this is consistent with our expectation that firms that are not inserted in GVCs (for example, firms in agriculture industry) tend to value DSMs. Our analysis suggests that industries do not map consistently onto preferences over trade policy, as standard theories of trade might predict. The main reason for this is because trade flows are just as likely to be intra-industry or intrafirm as they are to be interindustry. As we show in Appendix A3, Costa Rica’s intra-industry trade has grown significantly over time, and almost all industries in Costa Rica have both exports and imports. Thus, firms within an industry will vary in how much they export or import. In fact, in our data, we have the following distribution of firms in industries that are classified as net exporting (that is, where the volume of exports is higher than volume of imports): 12 domestic firms, 69 exporters, and 1 multinational. We get

16 The results across all policy dimensions from the within-industry analyses are available in Appendix A4.4.
a distribution from netimporting industries that is similarly varied: 22 domestic firms, 128 exporters, and 14 multinationals. As is evident, each industry has exporters and multinationals, and in fact we have a lot of multinationals in industries that would be classified as net-importing. All of this data supports Hypothesis 3 and adds confidence to our focus on firm-level variation.

Discussion

Do firms' preferences matter? Previous studies suggest that firms do exercise a powerful role in trade policy (Milner 1988; Goldberg and Maggi 1999; Gawande and Bandyopadhyay 2000; Manger 2005). Recent research indicates that firms lobby heavily, that the biggest firms lobby the most, and that many lobby for liberalizing trade given the type of products they produce (Kim 2017). Indeed, ample evidence shows that firms are politically active in shaping the contents of trade policies through lobbying. It is difficult to directly observe firm's political activities on the policy dimensions that we consider. However, an extensive text search of lobbying reports filed under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 in the United States reveals that firms across various industries do express direct concerns about their investments and dispute settlements related to international trade. For example, Pepsico lobbied in 2011 on “[m]arket reform and investment issues in Uzbekistan.” A recent report from Samsung Electronics says that it is interested in “[f]oreign manufacturing investment in the [United States]; Marketplace Fairness Act,” while Toyota lobbied on the 109th Congress Senate bill S.3549 that deals with strengthening oversight of foreign investment in the United States. Similarly, the Bose Corporation expressed their concerns about “Brazil’s retaliation list, following the US-Brazil cotton dispute,” while multinational brewing company Anheuser-Busch lobbied on “brewing-related commodity issues, international dispute settlement.” In this regard, our analysis of firms’ preferences sheds light on the growing importance of investment protection and DSMs in international trade agreements in contrast to many conventional studies with their focus on political preferences across industries and consumers.

While we cannot directly observe firms’ lobbying activities in other countries due to legal constraints, many firms in our sample from Costa Rica are politically active. Our data indicate that the biggest firms—the multinationals—are the most active. In our survey we asked firms if they took political action with the following question: “Some firms are quite active in politics, while others tend not to take an active part. We would like to know if, during the last three to four years, your firm has contacted a member of Congress, COMEX (Foreign Trade Ministry), or the presidency about some political issue or problem?” Overall, one-third of respondents said they did. The proportion of those politically active increases with their firm’s integration into the world economy. In response to this, 28 percent, 34.4 percent, and 40 percent of domestic firms, exporters, and multinationals, respectively, said that they contacted politicians directly regarding trade policies. Our study suggests the importance of firms in trade politics consistent with other studies of firms’ political activity in different contexts (Blanchard and Matschke 2015).

Is our finding generalizable? Our extensive data analyses in Appendix A3 demonstrate that Costa Rica is a typical developing nation on the most important factors that are relevant to our theoretical logic such as its involvement in intra-industry trade, global value chains, and the size of its exports and imports across numerous industries. Like many other developing nations, the government has actively sought growth through globalization, using FDI to insert the national economy into GVCs. In fact, our data and UNCTAD (2013, 6) data show that Central American economies, like Costa Rica’s, number among the most involved in GVCs, rivaling East and Southeast Asia. In this regard, we believe that the results from our analysis have important implications for understanding the preferences of firms operating in nations that are part of global production networks.

Because Costa Rica has signed many PTAs, firms in the country have a good knowledge of the different elements of...
trade policy, which these agreements contain. Given that we are examining firms in Costa Rica, we do not think that we have overlooked factors specific to our context that would lead to external validity problems. In fact, Kim et al. (2017) show, by examining more than three hundred PTAs, that stronger investment protection clauses lead to more global production chains in the world economy generally. Their finding implies that firms condition their global investment strategies on the presence and strength of investment protections. Moreover, currently there are more than three thousand bilateral investment treaties in operation around the globe (Jacobs 2017), testifying to the demand by firms for assurance about investment flows.

Further, the list of ISDS cases shows that the multinational firms involved come from a wide range of sectors and the cases involve many different countries around the globe (Cimino-Isaacs and Schott 2016, 206–7). Indeed, investors in a wide variety of industries file investment arbitration. Wellhausen (2016) documents that 18 percent of ISDS cases from 1990 to 2014 were initiated by investors in services and a further 13 percent in manufacturing. Finally, a recent World Bank survey shows that multinational firms frequently cite investment protection as among the most important factors in their company’s decision to invest in developing countries (for example, World Bank Group 2018, 27–28). For example, more than 90 percent of 754 multinational firm executives in a 2017 World Bank survey listed legal protections such as financial guarantees to transfer currency at market exchange rates, “protections against expropriation [and] against breach of contract,” as “critically important” in their decision to invest (World Bank Group 2018, 20). Forty-five percent of the same respondents spanning all sectors viewed investment protection guarantees as “deal-breakers” and more important than any other environmental factor, such as tax incentives or bureaucratic complexity (World Bank Group 2018, 27). All of these data points suggest that the demand for investor protection by firms is widespread and especially so among multinational firms in GVCs.

Conclusions

Understanding the policy preferences of interest groups is a fundamental endeavor in many subfields in political science. We use conjoint analysis to measure the intensity of firms’ preferences over different trade policy instruments that are prevalent in contemporary trade agreements. Our research is among the first to characterize the multidimensional preferences of firms regarding trade policy.

We theorize firm preferences as stemming from the different problems they face depending on their different linkages to the global economy. We identify four types of firms: domestic, autonomous exporters, exporters within GVCs, and multinationals. We advance NNTT by distinguishing for assured protection. The changes in trade flows and heterogeneous firm preferences pose existential issues for the current world trading regime, governed by the WTO. Recent trade agreements tend to deal more with “deep integration” than market access, presenting institutional challenges to the WTO (Antrás and Staiger 2012, 3144). Not only is the exchange of tariff concessions less important these days for some firms, but another major element of the WTO, its dispute settlement mechanism (DSM), may also be less relevant. In this regard, our research helps illuminate the effects of multinational firms and firms in GVCs, operating in countries with diverse political institutions, in shaping the future character of the global trading system.

Our research speaks to the design of trade agreements. If large exporters and multinationals are the ones that lobby the most, then we expect that their preferences would be very salient in shaping trade agreements. Scholars have claimed that firms are a key source of pressure on governments in devising their trade policies and trade agreements. This is consistent with our data and suggests one reason why more and more trade agreements include strong investment provisions as well as dispute settlement ones. Firms demand them, and countries agree because they want to attract firms and be integrated into their global production chains. Recent reactions against such provisions by governments in developed and developing countries may also illuminate the divergences in preferences between firms in GVCs who seek to maximize global profits and national governments worried about their local economy.

Research in comparative and international political economy often focuses on the demand for tariffs, subsidies, and non-tariff barriers by industry. Our research suggests that more attention should be paid to firms, rather than industries, and to other dimensions of trade policy. Furthermore, research on public opinion about trade should investigate the differential labor market implications of trade liberalization across individuals working at firms with varying levels of international trade engagement. In fact, researchers find that inequality occurs within occupations and sectors because internationally trading firms pay higher wages (Helpman et al. 2017, 369). This contrasts starkly with existing studies that link wages to industries, rather than firms. When researchers look at interindustry differences as they relate to public attitudes, they should examine the composition of firms (for example, domestic, exporters, multinationals) within an industry to ensure that their analysis is not affected by firm-level heterogeneities. In sum, new types of trade flows engender new types of trade politics.
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